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Ultimate beer pong kit

FREE shipping for orders over £50 NEXT day SHIPPING AVAILABLE UNTIL 2pm Beer pong is extremely easy to play. Use pitches designed to position your cups (make sure there's some beer in them!), and then try to throw your ping-pong ball into your opponent's cups. If the ball lands in one of your cups, you have to drink that beer – awesome! Key Features: Includes: 14 x red cups, 2 x ping pong balls,
2 x beer pong pitches American-style beer pong game Add beer to play Packed in a simple, stylish box Game rules included 12 reviews Included a review &gt; £7.99 Product Description The simplest party games have always been the best party games, and beer pong is based on a very simple premise indeed : Includes: 14 x red that is, 2 x ping pong balls, 2 x beer tennis courts American style beer tennis
game Add beer to play Packed simple, stylish box Game rules included 12 reviews Leave a review &gt; £7.99 Description The easiest party games are always the best party games, and beer tennis is based on a very simple premise indeed : just get your ball in the other guy's cup! Our Ultimate Beer Pong Set includes just about everything you will need to host a great big beer tennis tournament this
weekend – all that is missing is the table (and if you don't have one of them, you can buy one here). The ultimate American style beer pong set contains: 12 red game cups 2 extra cups for washing 2 ping-pong balls 2 beer tennis courts beer pong is extremely easy to play. Use pitches designed to position your cups (make sure there's some beer in them!), and then try to throw your ping-pong ball into your
opponent's cups. If the ball lands in one of your cups, you have to drink that beer! Leave Review &gt; Board Games Ultimate Beer Pong Kit Ultimate Game Kit for Pong Enthusiast. Includes 2 Racks, 3 Balls, 20 Printed Cups with fill line, and official rules. Price: $24.99 CDN - Select Gift Wrapping Options - Standard Wrap ($4.25) Enter the tag to be put on your gift (60 Characters Max) ©2020 Walmart
Stores, Inc. Classic Red Vs Blue Beer Set Pong contains 7 red cups, 7 blue cups, 2 custom made player mats and 2 ping-pong balls (different colors). Instructions for a beer tennis game are printed on the side of the atrractive retail box, as a result of which this product is suitable for any shelf or online store. Made in the UK with Headrush in Europe, this kit is always easily accessible. Cup size - 16 oz. Pos
display units are available for this product. + $35.25 Addl. Never used. SKU(s): 810405795 Specifications Contains: 1 - Package pretzels 7 oz Features Includes 14 - red cups, 4 - ping pong balls and package crispy pretzel thins Makes a great holiday gift for adults All you need for a game of tennis - just add your favorite brew packed red cup container add fun fun
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